
 

EUROLITE LED Panel RGB DMX 230V
DMX controlled panel XL-sized

Art. No.: 51928735
GTIN: 4026397253979

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397253979

Weight: 8,70 kg

Length: 0.66 m

Width: 0.66 m

Heigth: 0.24 m

Description:

Precious light-pleasure!
It does not matter what field of products you are looking at, differences in price and quality occur
everywhere. Regarding this, decoration lighting does not make an exception as well. So, a
creative, precious but still affordable category is where our LED Panel would fit into perfectly.
Anyway, the 288 LEDs guarantee sensation, when they enrich your display windows, bars,
clubs, hotels or such with bright colors. The panels can be attached in various ways: to the floor,
the wall or to the ceiling. Where to place them finally is only up to you!

Features:

- DMX-controlled operation or stand-alone operation with Master/Slave function
- DMX512 control possible via any commercial DMX controller (occupies 5 channels)
- Sound-control via built-in microphone
- Color change speed, multi color and flash effect adjustable via DIP switches
- Low power consumption and minimal heat emission
- Perfect solution for decoration lighting for shops, display windows, hotels, bars, clubs or interior

design

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 30,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 47 cm

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn51928735.html


 Depth: 57 cm

 Height: 15,5 cm

Weight: 6,80 kg

DMX channels: 5

LED number: 288

Dimensions (L x W x H): 570 x 570 x 155 mm

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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